
THE HISTORY

The root of Turmeric has been used in ayurvedic 
medicine for over 4000 years due to its key 

ingredient, a natural antioxidant called curcumin. 

TURMERIC IS SAID TO HAVE:

Curcumin which can help support the immune 
system, fight superbugs, reduce cholesterol , protect 

the liver and can help maintain healthy joints!

HOW TO DRINK YOUR TURMERIC LATTE

Just give the pod a good shake before you pop it 
into your Nespresso machine (Please note our pods 
won’t activate a Nespresso Vertuo machine). Add 

any kind of milk you like to make your latte, 
hot or iced.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?

It’s a warming and spicy drink, not too sweet, 
but not bitter either and its pleasantly 

earthy to drink. 

THE HISTORY

Cacao is one of the most nutritionally dense foods 
on the planet and drinking it makes the most of the 

nutrients embedded within the cacao beans.  
Combining it with matcha gives you the healthiest 
mocha alternative you’ve ever tasted – the comfort 
of cacao and the slow release caffeine of Matcha.

MATCHA AND CACAO ARE SAID TO HAVE:

High sources of magnesium known to build bone 
health, mono-unsaturated fats to help reduce 

cholesterol, and iron to combat tiredness and rich 
in antioxidants.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR MATCHA AND 
CACAO TEA

Give  the pod a good shake before you pop it into 
your Nespresso machine (Please note our pods 

won’t activate a Nespresso Vertuo machine).  
You can sweeten the drink or add milk.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?

Ultra rich, slightly bitter and providing a deep 
set of comforting flavours.

THE HISTORY
Matcha dates back to the Tang Dynasty who ruled 

Japan from the year 618.  Matcha has regained 
popularity due to the high level of antioxidants found 

in the bright green powder, formed by drying and 
grinding the tips of the tea bush, covering for 20 

days and then harvesting to boost chlorophyl 
and amino acids.

MATCHA TEA IS SAID TO HAVE:
High levels of antioxidants and theanine, an amino 
acid which is believed to provide a stress reducing 

effect as well as regulating the slow release of 
caffeine to the body.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR MATCHA TEA
We’ve put this fine flyaway powder  into a tidy 

nespresso compatible pod!  Give the pod a good 
shake before you pop it into your nespresso machine 

(Please note our pods won’t activate a Nespresso 
Vertuo machine).  A little touch of honey or demerara 

sugar can be added to sweeten it a little, but milk 
isn’t usually recommended.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?
Perfumed and bright green in colour, it has a delicate 

fragrance and distinctive flavour with bitter and 
sweet notes.

THE HISTORY
The super green fresh powder of Matcha, combined 
with the warm golden spice of Turmeric ensures that 
this is a drink that’s truly satisfying, both physically 

and mentally.

MATCHA AND TURMERIC ARE SAID TO HAVE:
High antioxidants and theanine for slow caffeine 

release, plus curcumin which  is said to help support 
the immune system, fight superbugs, reduce 

cholesterol, protect the liver and can help maintain 
healthy joints.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR MATCHA AND 
TURMERIC TEA

We’ve done the hard work of blending these two 
amazing ingredients for you, so all you need to do 
is to give the pod a good shake before you pop it 

into your Nespresso machine (Please note our pods 
won’t activate a Nespresso Vertuo machine). 

Any kind of milk can be added, to make more of a 
latte, or drink it just as it is. 

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?
A warm and spicey, earthy, natural taste.  It’s sweet, 

but not too sweet, and just a hint of bitterness 
to add balance.



new range:

THE HISTORY
Naturally caffeine-free Barley coffee, or Café 

D’orzo as it’s known across Europe, started life in 
Italy, as a widely available replacement for coffee 

during a period of trade sanctions.  

BARLEY COFFEE IS SAID TO HAVE:
A mine of healthy, nutritional substances, from 

effective anti-inflammatory agents to vitamins B 
and E as well as being low in fat, whilst still rich in 

complex carbohydrates. And yet naturally 
caffeine free!

HOW TO DRINK YOUR BARLEY COFFEE
As always, be sure to give the pod a good shake 
before you pop it into your Nespresso machine 

(Please note our pods won’t activate a Nespresso 
Vertuo machine). 

You can add milk or cream as normal, and also 
serve it chilled.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?
Caffeine-free Barley coffee even has a nutty, earthy 
taste, just like normal coffee.  It’s not quite as bitter 

though, and you can add sugar or honey for 
sweetness.

THE HISTORY
When coffee is just a caffeine hit too far, Matcha 

provides a softer base to compliment the relaxing 
effect of CBD.  Unlike cannabis, CBD does not give a 

“high” but many consumers feel they benefit from 
daily doses to maintain their wellbeing. 

CBD AND MATCHA ARE SAID TO HAVE:
Positive health effects from reducing stress and 

promoting sleep, to treating serious conditions such 
as epilepsy.  There are many claims that are made 
about the advantage of taking CBD oil daily and 
our pods contain a 5mg dose of CBD, the non-

psychoactive compound in cannabis.  Matcha is also 
known to be a high source of antioxidants.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR CBD MATCHA TEA
Be sure to give our perfectly blended pod a good 

shake before you pop it into your nespresso machine 
(Please note our pods won’t activate a Nespresso 

Vertuo machine).  A little touch of honey or 
demerara sugar can be added to sweeten it a little, 

but milk isn’t usually recommended.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?
People describe the first taste of Matcha as “grassy” 
but always love the slightly sweet aftertaste matcha 
leaves.  CBD oil won’t impact this fresh earthy taste 

at all, but still delivers the recognised benefits.

THE HISTORY
CBD oil is used widely by consumers turning to it 
for help with anxiety, sleep problems and chronic 

pain.  Many consumers feel they benefit from daily 
doses to maintain their wellbeing.  Our CBD 

coffee is free from THC (0%).

CBD IS SAID TO HAVE:
Positive health effects from reducing stress and 
promoting sleep, to treating serious conditions 

such as epilepsy.  There are many claims that are 
made about the advantage of taking CBD oil daily 

and our pods contain a 5mg dose of CBD, the 
non-psychoactive compound in cannabis.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR CBD COFFEE
It’s a blend of our rich and smooth coffee beans, 

blended with full spectrum CBD hemp extract, and 
can be drunk like any normal coffee.  Just give the 

pod a good shake before you pop it into your 
Nespresso machine (Please note our pods won’t 

activate a Nespresso Vertuo machine).

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?
Our 0% THC CBD hemp extract is carefully blended 
with our rich and luxurious organic coffee to give a 

satisfying and smooth coffee.

THE HISTORY

We use organic coffee beans to make a deeply 
fulfilling, rich coffee base, and enrich it with Vitamin 
D3, Selenium and zinc to give you a healthy boost 

with your morning caffeine kick.

VITACOFFEE CONTAINS:

One serving of VitaCoffee provides 45% of the
 recommended daily allowance of Vitamin D3 alone,

from a single pod.  Zinc, known to help maintain 
healthy hair and nails, and Selenium, an essential 

mineral that supports both metabolism and thyroid 
functions help deliver a healthy boost.

HOW TO DRINK YOUR VITACOFFEE

Just give the pod a good shake before you pop it 
into your Nespresso machine (Please note our 

pods won’t activate a Nespresso Vertuo machine), 
add milk and sugar to taste.

WHAT WILL IT TASTE LIKE?

Our VitaCoffee is made to deliver the very best, 
rich coffee flavour.


